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Bella Futura – A Coloring Reserve of Beauties and Beasts of the Future Celebrate Strong Women and
Captivating Creatures.. UTILIZE THE FREE DUPLICATE Group of the entire assortment of images, on
dark backgrounds, to talk about with a friend or even to test out different mediums or just to apply,
practice, practice Bella Futura Includes: • 25 web pages - TWO sets – a complete of 50 pages to color.
PLUS… • One colorable “This Publication Belongs To” web page • Non-perforated, medium fat, 8. Do you
like coloring portraits and animals? This original book combines the two and allows you to master skin
tones and fur Have a break from adverse aspects of present-day lifestyle and color the bright future!5 x
11” paper • Single-sided to prevent bleeding of markers or pens • A letter of permission to create limited
copies for your own, personal use • A coloring chart to help you keep an eye on your have pencil
swatches and schemes • Bonus – free gift of several additional distinctive digital downloads with buy of
book • Befitting all ages and different skill amounts • Relaxing and stress-relieving designs to create your
own. Both black and white backgrounds of every image! Dazzling Divas and Gorgeous Beasts unite! A
great family activity!
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Gorgeous hand drawn images throughout. This book has beautiful hand drawn art, there are portraits and
animals and some gems. Jennifer is an amazing artist and I really like all her work. You can find her on
you tube where she has tutorials on colouring gems, pores and skin etc which are really easy to follow.
Her last publication The Secrets of coloring gets the most amazing techniques in it using different
mediums and it'll assist you to with colouring most of the pages in this book and many other books you
may have in your collection. The paper is certainly create space paper but don't let that place you off, she
offers you written authorization to copy the pages onto whatever media fits you as lengthy as it is for
personal make use of so that you can use whatever you like.? Bella Futura Coloring Book I am a grown-
up colorist/artist. You also get a second copy of all the pages in the book but place onto a dark
background for those that prefer it. Five Stars Drawings were great want to color in this book This is a
lovely book! Jennifer has often offered the second set of webpages in every her books at no extra price
although this is the first one she's adapted to black backgrounds for that second arranged. Don't pass this
publication by, it is worth it and I feel a must have for all colourists.. The last half of the publication is
definitely a duplicate of the initial 25 pictures but with striking black backgrounds! The images are clear
and not too detailed so great for all age groups and colouring skill levels however, not too basic so they
are boring to color. Great pics, thin pages I really like the pictures but the pages are a small thin. Each
page is an adventure with beauty and fauna! Jennifer has done it again and created one irresistible
coloring publication. A stunning assortment of beautiful, hand-drawn images A stunning collection of
beautiful, hand-drawn images to delight colourists. Some of the women possess pets in them some pets
by itself fox, deer,eagle,etc. Animals, gems, beautifully drawn women. Gorgeous coloring book filled with
strong, beautiful women (and some animals)! This is an excellent book filled with strong, gorgeous
women to color. It has a futuristic experience, with various different types types of women, plus a few
pets and birds. You will not be disappointed.! I really like this book! Bella Futura nice book , filled up
with pages of beautiful women picture styles. I purchased the reserve because I loved the publication
cover.! Virtually the whole book is great. How can you not enjoy this book How will you not enjoy this
reserve?I have submitted a WIP (function happening), of a full page from this book I am currently
working on! I find pencils the very best to use on this kind of paper. I am loving this book! I am a self-
taught artist, and this book is amazing practice on learning how exactly to color hair, gems, skin and
animals. Some pictures have white back grounds and others are dark. Test it out for! I love this book,just
as much as others of hers I've purchased! Once I received the book was glad I purchased.! It is even more
of a line artwork book but there are also pages with black backgrounds for individuals who prefer to
make their colored paged 'pop'!! A fantasy publication of woman, nicely done This book includes a lot of
beautiful exotic faces of woman with various outfits from around the globe that you can get into coloring
and blending and shading . That is a real problem to make them more gorgeous with color. Whether you
are qualified or a beginner, I highly recommend this gorgeous book! A little bit futuristic but not over the
top. Thank you Ms. Coloring book I colored the pic on the cover first and it arrived pretty good. Great art
in this book Beautiful work and good quality I love the pictures in this publication and can't wait around
to start coloring them! Not worth it Paper was poor and the faces were not drawn well. I opened this
publication and didn’t even color in it. This book is great for both beginners and advanced colorists. great
art work This is an excellent book! I continue being surprised by Jennifer Zimmermann's talent and she
doesn't disappoint with this fabulous reserve! What an amazing bonus to get for no extra price. There
aren't enough complimentary words to ... This is a lovely book! There aren't enough complimentary
phrases to describe it. I recommend and I have considered buying another so I have one to color and one
to look at!! That is a fantasy book of beautiful female. Zimmerman! Nice coloring book Nice coloring
book
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